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Theorem Let D* be a D(n,q) with n 3 and q 2, 
let T* be a set of translation blocks of D*, and let S* = nyET* y. that 
S* is not to and does not contain the intersection of any two blocks of D* 
and that every block of D* S* is a translation block. Then either 
D* or D*(S*) is D(s,q) for some s, 2 s ~ n - 3, and D* is ,,,,,. . .-n,r.1'.,,,hll'" 

to obtained from by substituting D*(S*) for the design of points 
hV1npT'nll"n~>'" of an s-dimensional of 

Here D*(S*) denotes the design on S* whose blocks are the distinct sets x n S* 
as x ranges over the set of all blocks of D* which do not contain S*. 

Finally we shall need the tollovlTlnU powerful theorem of M. E. O'Nan. 

~~~~ (O'Nan [10]) 

o 

"J.H~VJ.,(;.uJ.. t()geth<~r with related results and C01[lst,rucuons, is discussed in [12], 

We assume, throughout, the I,.IUld.1CM:::S of Theorem B. In this section we construct 
from (D, 2-design Dl and N ~ ), and then 
proceed to (using the theorem of some m ~ 2 
and q, rv 

In analogy with the construction of quotient spaces from n ..... """",... ... ,,,"" spaces, we 
define the Dl of as follows. The are just the 
elements of T as subsets of the of of Dl are 
the distinct 

as X ranges over the whole of in is just set inclusion. When we 
wish to that an element y of T is considered as a in 
(rather than block of D) we shall denote it [yJ. Similarly, when we wish to 
emphasise that the set X' (consisting of various points of is being considered 
as a block in we shall denote it by [X']. 

The sets X' are constant size j. 

Proof The group N fixes S pointwise, is transitive on S (Result 1.8), and maps 
T onto itself. 0 

Lemma 2.2 Dl is a 2-(:Q, If,~) design with Q = blocks, :Q = ITI points, 

r. k-j§l blocks on a point and ~ = blocks on two points. 
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lV 18 uanSHlve on ", eacn OlOCK lA < J InClaent WHn tne same numoer 
. Note that the blocks of of hence 
N is transitive on T 

with constant number r: of blocks of L,-CleSlllln since 

two 

In order 

(c) 
not fix 

follows since K, is 
the blocks of 

aut,omlorl>hu)ffiS of 

aU1~onl0rph]lSm of 

o 

inherited from we define a 

[yO]; 
K:N 

[(BO)']. 

o 

laftl 1 or p. Since a does 
, hence it has order p. 

Denote by £IN([Y]) the under K, of £IN(Y). Since £IN(Y) is an elementary 
p-group, so is £IN([Y])' The next lemma determines the of NK-. 
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in 'Y N'" with exactly 
2-transitive on the of 

OUIJ";J..UUV of 

Proof Follows from Lemma 2.4 since there 
x E T, Ex. 

(b) As N is transitive on T, Nit is transitive on the 
in . We show that transitive on the relnaining 

[y], [z] be any two distinct of, distinct from 

If [x], [y] and are all So [w] not coUlne,a,r 
and [x], [z] and [w] are not collinear. A repeat of the above argument 
required aUltoIl[lOI'phlSIl[l. 

( c) follows from the fact that 
in N'Jj' 

a group hOmC~m4[)n:,hi:!iIn and £IN(x) normal 
o 

G* be a sult>l.U:OUln 
Aut(D*). that there Y and blocks x, y with x, 
X tj. y and Y E y, such that y) x) are non-trivial. 
Then £la* x) and y) are abelian groups. 

This uses tec:hniQtleS and {J E 

define the maps fa and 

{J f-'; {J] 

a f-'; {J] 

is abelian. 
HVU-J.U'I;J.ULl'J elements of Let 'Y = {J] for some 

Result 1.3., E definition, 

so a2'Y = (J-la2{J a~, an elation with centre Xf3 ::J. 
a2'Y are elations with distinct centres and hence commute 
(a10:2), = 0:1(a2,) = (01.2,)0:1 = (0:2ad'Y' Hence 0:10:2 = a20:1 as re~uIred. 
EIa" (X, x) is a group, it is an abelian group. 

To show that EIa" (Y, y) is an abelian group, use the dual of the result 
for E1a" (X, x). 

For each z E T, £IN(z) is an elementary abelian p-group. 
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If follows from the definition 
to two distinct blocks of 
as many blocks 
points and hV1rlPl·nl:>t.nl·j;! 

D(r) corresDcmds 

+ 

k 

(h) A - lSI = jQ(m _. 1). 

+ 

v 
and k -1 in k) 

"blocks" in Dl that the h~T·n""1Fn! ...... ",,, (4)rreSl)OIldlng 
must themselves be distinct. However 

it has 

+1, 
+1, 

o 

IJ'VId.U;;~C" of Theorem B. In this section we first show 
block in a translation block. We then n1"ru'p/·rj 

of Theorem 

q. For any 

nUlmbers m, 
D: 

palt"an:J.eters of are 'Q 

eXl)ressi()ns for 'Q, b., 

- 1) and so 
from we obtain 

eXl)ressic)ns for A, v k, k A 

(j-=--q_~_l + lSI) (jq=) = 

Simplifying this eXl>re!lSicm ISI= which proves 
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and Y E 

.LI"LJLU.AJ'''' 3.1 

So 

So AB 
and D I 

Proof As T 

+ 

then 

we have Lemma 

i=I 

I" It q 1) + 1. ::SUbstItutmg 
and 0 

t ... "" .... "':;t:;.,,,'Gk on T. Suppose 

and is transitive on S, d(Y) 
where 1 is in t'lN(X) 

lSI) 

+ 

block size 

(1) 

=J. 

1, Ie 

o 

are 
a constant size. 

(1) 



Count the tlags y) where P E :.J and y E '1', 1:.JIVe 11."1) = 
Lemma 

(2) 

Count the (P, Q,y) where Q E P -I- Q and y E 

ISI(ISI- 1)('\ IT!) = 
i=l 

1) 

from 

ISI(ISI (q + 1) + q) = ISI(ISI 

We show that = (ISI- for i = 1, ... , Consider 

-2 
i=l 

So, from (2) and (1) 

2 1) + 

=0 

Since the left hand side is a sum of squares, it follows that each term must be zero 

Le. l'Pil IS~-!. for i = 1, ... , lSI. 0 

Every block of D which contains S to T. 

Proof If lSI> 1 and yET then, by Lemma y meets S in fewer than lSI 
points and so y does not contain S. If lSI = 1 then N has only two block orbits: 
one must consists of the blocks which contain S and the other of the blocks which 
do not contain S. 
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,i lSI. 
(b) For all :c E T, N z is transitive on each 

(k -

This is since if lSI> 1, lsoil = q 
Now consider the action of £IN(X) on 

acts on Ai. (dual of 
JU ...... uu." .... 3.2. IAil. However 

is transitive on 
o 

of 

Yl Y2 T with Xl rf- YI and 

to , Yl) and then 

via Y2) where E Y2 \:c. 

1) + 

so YI c;. :c U Y2 and 
E Yl \(x U Y2) and 

1) 

o 

= pd(y), 

fixes the 

(1) 
YET\{:e} 

Recall the group hOlmOmC,rpJtns:m N ~ N K.. This results in the 

Nit ~ PSL(m + 1, q) so l£liv([x])1 = 
under K, of £IN(x)). If I ker(K,)n£lN(x)1 = 

For Y E T\{x}, 
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and so pd(y) /pz = qm-l, petty) 

for all y E T\ {x}. So pd(y) is 
qm-lpZ, sinceker(,.;)n£IN(z) = ker(,.;)n(£IN(x)y) 
constant pd., say, for all y E T\{x}. 

Let yET. We show that lyelN (z) I ::; q. For if> E £IN ( X ), yrP is a block not equal to 
x and containing x n y. So distinct elements of yelN(z) intersect exactly in x n y. 

There are at most v-Ie blocks in yelN(z) that is Ie-A , 

lyelN(Z)1 ::; v - k 

jqm 

jqm-l 

= q. 

by Lemma 3.1 

the orbit-stabilizer theorem, I£IN(X)yllyelN(z)1 = I£IN(x)l. As lyelN(:Il)I ::; q 
and lyeIN(:Il)III£lN(X)I, we have lyelN(:Il) I \ q. Hence 

I£IN(x)1 
I£lN(x)yl 

qm-lpzp/(y») _ (v -ITI) 

= (ITI- l)(pZqm-l - 1) + qm-lpz I)pfCY) 1) + qm-lpZ(v IT!) - (v - ITI) 

Hence 

-1) 

((k - l)q - (v 1)) (k -1) + (v 1) = qm-lpz L(pf(Y) - 1) 
yET 

However (k - l)q - (v - 1) = (k - l)q - tk(k - 1). We now show that k-;.-l = q. 

Using Lemma 3.1 we have k = jQ(m) + f=t and hence k - 1 = jQ(m) + 
Again by Lemma 3.1, ). = jQ(m - 1) + ;=t and so 

k 1 j(q I)Q(m) + (j - q) 
j(q - I)Q(m - 1) + (j 1) 
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1) 1) 

We show J L 

group in N" with 
Dn~-lIll1all~e H the restriction of 

C011ntm2 the elements of 

Hence v - k 
block. 

, and so j = 
Lemma 3.1 

Q( m + t + 1), and "~"'U"".UhJ.J...J 
D is a symmetric "'-Ul~::>lg.u. 
since m 2: 2. 

L 

n 
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Proof of 'Theorem tl tly Lemmas t).q, .1.1 anu .:>.0, .IJ HI a. U"", 'l} 1.U1. "V.HJ.~ 

n ~ 3 and power q, every block in T is a translation block, and every block 
of D which contains S belongs to T. Also, since CD, G) is in Class B, each point 
of S lies on at least two blocks in and therefore S is not equal to and does not 
contain the intersection of any two blocks of D. It by Results 1.9 and 1.6, 
that either (i) D P n,q or (ii) D2 = D(S) is a D(s, q) for some s, 2 ::; s ::; n - 3, 
and D is isomorphic to a design D* obtained from P n,q by substituting the 
design for the design of points and hyperplanes of suitable s-dimensional 
OUIU"IJa,,'CO U of P n,q' 

Suppose that (ii) holds. Then the point-set of D (strictly D*) is obtained 
from that of by replacing the point-set of U by the point-set of D2 ; and, if y 

is a block of P n,q then the block y' in D is obtained by replacing 
y n U by (y n U)B if y jJ U (or by S if y :J U), where (J is the fixed bijection from 
the block-set of U to the block-set of D2 (as in [8], p239). 

Now consider the map 17 from D to defined as follows. Each block z of D is 
mapped 7] to the (unique) block y of P n,q such that z y'. Each point of D 
which lies in S is mapped by 7] to itself. If XES then there is a non-identity 
elation a in N with centre X and axis x, ::) S. Now a in an obvious 
way, an automorphism f3 of which fixes x pointwise but has no further fixed 
points. Since f3 is an axial automorphism of Pn,q, it has a (unique) centre Y. If 
y' is any block of D which contains then a fixes y' and so f3 fixes y, that is y 
contains Y. So the blocks y of such that y' :3 X have a unique common point 
Y. Y E U. For X E we define 7](X) to be the point Y constructed 
in this way. 

But then 7] is an isomorphism from D to P n,q (as it maps concurrent blocks to 
concurrent blocks). So D P n,q' 

By Theorem N / H PSL(m+ 1, q). But n ~ m+ 1 by the proof of Lemma 3.8, 
and m ~ 2. So N / H ~ PSL(n - 5, q) for some 5, 0 ::; 5 S n - 3. This completes 
the proof of Theorem B. 0 

The pairs (D, G) in Class C are examined in [5], where under extra conditions it 
is shown that D is a D(n, q) and that D has a subspace isormorphic to P 8,q for 
some 8,2::; 5 ::; n - 2. In particular, if 5 = n - 2 then D Pn,q or D is obtained 
from P n,q by a process called K -alteration. 

I am very grateful to the referee who has given me excellent advice on the re
organisation and rewriting of the paper. I would also like to thank the referee for 
his/her contributions to the proofs of Lemma 3.6 and Lemma 3.7. 
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